There are no examples of higher spin wave-equations of the Gel'fand-Yaglom form based on the representation (3/2, 5/2) © (1/2, 5/2) © (-1/2, 5/2) © (-3/2, 5/2) having definite charge and propagating causally in an external electromagnetic field.
Introduction
Gel'fand-Yaglom wave-equations [1, 2] where L A ., k = 0, 1, 2, 3 are four matrices whose dimension depends on the representation chosen to describe the invariance of the equation. <// is the wave function assuming values in the same space in which the matrices L A . act. Our notation is the same as that of Gel'fand, Minlos and Shapiro [3] , In this paper we shall be concerned with equations of the Gel'fand-Yaglom form for which the wave function i// transforms according to the 20-dimensionl representation with components x\ ~ (3/2, 5/2), t, ~ (-3/2, 5/2), t 2~ (1/2, 5/2), i 2 ~ (-1/2, 5/2) interlocking according to the scheme 
General form of L n
To start with we need to find the matrix L 0 . We use as basis for expressing L 0 the canonical basis
The elements of L 0 with respect to the canonical basis have the form for (/6,/f) = (/<,+ 1,/.),
= c TT y (/+/, + !)(/-/,) , 
If invariance of the wave-equation with respect to the complete group is required the following conditions must be satisfied:
Furthermore let us require that the above waveequations be derivable from an invariant Lagrangian by variation. For this purpose we construct bilinear forms consistent with the representation (2). The condition for the existence of a bilinear form is that each component x appears together with its conjugate r. This condition is satisfied for the representation (2), and we have the following general expression for it: 
Likewise one can define negative charge density to mean that s 0 is either positive or negative.
As it was said earlier in this work we are looking for examples of wave-equations describing particles of spin greater than one half with definite charge. These examples are characterized by a nondiagonalizable matrix L 0 . All examples of wave-equations with matrix L 0 of the form (23) are characterized by a diagonalizable matrix since L 0 in this case is hermitian and so they give indefinite charge. Thus the only hope we have to find examples of wave equations with definite charge lies with case (24). We have studied thoroughly this case and our results are the following:
There are no examples of wave-equations describing particles of spin 3/2 based on the representation (2) and having definite charge according to the definition of Gel'fand, Minlos and Shapiro given above.
If we extend this definition of definite charge to include those cases for which certain charge densities vanish without the eigenvalues being zero, then we find the following two examples based on the representation (2) 
The charge densities in the state / = 3/2 vanish without the eigenvalues being zero while the charge densities in the state /= 1/2 are definite. These examples do not satisfy the definition of Gel'fand, Minlos and Shapiro but they can lead to an overall charge which is definite in the state / = 1/2.
A Search for Causal Wave-equations
Finally we looked for examples of wave-equations based on the representation (2) and whose matrix L 0 satisfies the criterion of Amar and Dozzio 
Summary
Our general conclusion is that there are no examples of wave-equations for spin greater than 1/2 1065 based on the 20 dimensional representation (2) having definite charge and propagating causally in an external electromagnetic field.
